Review of Source Code Plagiarism Detection Techniques

Abstract—In the educational sector, where scientific publications and articles are concerned, plagiarism detection systems are critical. Plagiarism occurs when someone else's writing is duplicated without the original author's permission. Plagiarism can occur in various forms, including words, programming programmes, computer applications, photographs or drawings, electronic material, and other sorts of work. Plagiarism is one of the most serious global problems that advertisers, researchers, and educational institutions face (Cosma, 2008). Plagiarism is not only deceptive, however, because tasks and homework assignments account for a large amount of the final grade, it tarnishes the assessment process's reputation. Any intentional or unintentional submission and reuse of source code is referred to as source code plagiarism that fails to correctly acknowledge the contributions of others in an academic setting (Cosma, 2008). Plagiarism detection in programming projects varies from the identification of software copies in that it distinguishes between several solutions for small-scale software, which often instead of the thousands of lines of code seen in corporate solutions, consist of hundreds of lines of code. Furthermore, because the majority of students enrolled in programming programmes are inexperienced programmers, some structural and/or other similarities apply (Yang, 2014). A teacher must verify the entries for plagiarism. The fact that these submissions are almost always the same in terms of style and intricacy simply adds to the confusion. Undergraduate students, on the other hand, are frequently exposed to the same instructional resources and training (Simon, 2019), allowing them to derive solutions to identical problems from these materials. When the same resources are employed to direct learning, the options available to a learner are constrained. Plagiarism in source code is a heinous conduct that jeopardises academic integrity. The technique of manually searching for plagiarism-related faults in every programming project. Plagiarism in source of the program or code is a dishonest activity that puts academic integrity at risk. Examining each programming assignment for plagiarism issues on a case-by-case basis is extremely difficult and time-consuming for the instructor. As a result, teachers in programming classes may give students derogatory grades. Plagiarism in source code is trivial to commit but difficult to detect. When a student plagiarises someone else's source code and submits it to their programming instructor, they are committing source code plagiarism. The students then have the option of either reusing the complete copy of the programming assignment or making changes to it, such as using code transformations. Plagiarism in software is a significant issue in programming projects (Arwin C., 2006). This type of incident is most likely to occur in the subject of computer science. Many students repeat other students' project work or programming assignments, or they modify the names of variables or the names and values of methods, making manual plagiarism detection in source code difficult and time-consuming.

II. PLAGIARISM PROCESS

Collection, inspection, validation, and investigation are the four important processes that must be completed in order to build and implement a robust and error-free plagiarism detection procedure (Osman 2012, Culwin 2001):

A. Collecting information

The plagiarism detector gets the users' required material via a search engine that acts as a route between them and the detector in this first step.

B. Post-Extraction

The detector employs an analysis tool to check for connections in the records to expose the original copy after removing the material (scientific papers, tasks, and other softcopies).

C. Confirming the copy:

A Plagiarism conformation function is required at the analyzing step to distinguish the plagiarized content from the original. This approach may also be used to verify the plagiarized text's degree of plagiarism.

D. Investigation:

If plagiarism is detected, this is the final step, and it is heavily reliant on the user's interference. To distinguish between legitimately plagiarized articles and those that have been quoted, the user's skill is also required.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism can be divided into two categories: monolingual and cross-lingual. Most plagiarism detectors are designed to detect monolingual plagiarism, which occurs when two or more languages are used in the same sentence, such as English
language copy—English language copy. When two or more languages are employed, such as English language setting—Chinese language setting, which is rather unusual (Chowdhury 2018, Dejan 2009, Yang 2009), cross-lingual plagiarism happens. In the following part, the many types of plagiarism will be discussed in depth.

A. Plagiarism Types

Plagiarism can be found in a wide range of works, documents, academic papers, and scholarly publications. a) Claiming someone else's work as your own; b) duplicating someone else's work without attribution or citation; c) appropriating someone else's work and passing it off as your own, whether or whether citation is given, d) misrepresenting another's work as your own by reconstructing it, and e) inserting a false acknowledgement of another's work as your own are all examples of how it can be graded (Anderson, 2011). As previously stated, the two most prevalent types of plagiarism are source code plagiarism and textual plagiarism (N Charya 2015, C. Barnbaum 2009).

B. Textual Plagiarism

Plagiarism in science and scientific-related fields is very widespread, with the full book or article being copied without citing the author or providing a quote. It's also broken down into seven sub-categories, as seen below (N Charya 2015, C. Barnbaum 2009):

1) Copy-paste plagiarism:
   This is accomplished by replicating the original text as if it were your own work, without mentioning the authors or the original document.

2) Plagiarism rephrased:
   This is divided into two types: a) basic paraphrasing, in which the original text is interpreted in a new way by substituting similar terms from the same context, and b) The text is made by integrating diverse contributions from various articles in mosaic/hybrid/patchwork paraphrase and presenting them in a unique way without referring to the works' initial citations.

3) Metaphor plagiarism:
   This is the act of more effectively communicating another's thoughts.

4) Plagiarism of ideas:
   When someone else takes your entire method and ideas and presents them as a unique research paper, this is called plagiarism.

5) Recycled plagiarism:
   When creators republish their past researches and publications, this is known as republishing.

6) 404 Errors/Illegitimate Source Plagiarism:
   This is where the work has been improperly credited.

7) Re-tweet plagiarism:
   The term “in-text citation” refers to when the reference is mentioned but no structural, syntactic, or lexical distinction is made between the person's work and the original material.

C. Source-Code Plagiarism

This is most commonly used in educational settings, when someone writes the computer code for a programme, which is subsequently partially or totally reproduced, updated, or reused by another. It is divided into four sub-classes, as listed below (N Charya 2015, C. Barnbaum 2009):

1) Manipulation plagiarism:
   This happens when other developers extract or add sub-codes to an existing source code without referencing the citation or recognition.

2) Plagiarism involving reordering structure:
   When functions or comments are recorded without referencing the original job, the grammar of the source code is altered.

3) Plagiarism with no changes:
   Instead of modifying the code, developers add or delete as part of their job, they may be required to fill in blanks or provide remarks.

4) Language flipping plagiarism:
   When a source program code is rewritten in another language and then deemed original source code, this happens.

IV. Plagiarism Detection Methodologies: A Quick Overview

A quick review of some of the strategies used for text document or source code plagiarism detection that have been investigated and analyzed for this research is provided in this part. Despite the fact that many existing technologies cannot be precisely defined as attribute-counting- or structure-based, this section makes a deliberate attempt to categorize these techniques as either attribute-counting- or structure-based. Plagiarism detection tools are divided into three categories:
A. Techniques Based on Attribute Counting

1) Software-metric-based comparison
2) Vector Space Model-based 2-dimensional analysis (VSMs)
   a) Semantic Latent Analysis (LSA)
   b) Analysis of the Principal Components (PCA)
   c) ICP Analysis (Independent Component Analysis) (ICA)
3) Discrete Wavelet Transform Analysis (DWT)
4) Analysis on several dimensions
   a) Analysis of temporal latent semantics
   b) Analysis of parallel factors (PARAFAC)

B. Techniques Based on Structure

1) Fingerprint and string matching
   a) Matching text strings
   b) Matching token strings
2) Tree-based detection
   a) Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) matching
   b) Suffix tree matching
   c) PDT-based detection
3) Graph matching
   a) Matching of the Program Dependence Graph (PDG)
   b) Matching of the Call Graph

Attribute-counting was used in previous ways to find similarities in documents and get similar documents corresponding to a query. When it pertains to identifying duplication in software, some of these algorithms use software measurements, while others use vector space models for texts (Salton, G., 1975). LSA (Deerwester, S. 1990), PCA (Jonathon Shlens 2003), and ICA (Comon, P. 1994, Hyvarinen, A., 2001, Kolenda, T., 2001) are examples of techniques used on VSM for documents where each document is represented as a point in an n-dimensional term-space or a n-themes. These approaches convert the input documents into a new vector space, allowing for a more accurate identification of document similarities and differences. Any data manipulation like this tends to bring up hidden patterns in the data.

Both text files and source code files have been used to identify plagiarism using these techniques. Two-dimensional analysis methods like as LSA, PCA, and ICA split a two-dimensional matrices into two or three matrices as a product with distinct characteristics. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to breakdown the original data matrices into three submatrices (Forsythe, G.E., 1977). Singular vectors and singular values can be found in the component matrices. Instead of working on the original data matrix, PCA preprocesses it and then utilizes Eigen Value Decomposition (EVD), with the component matrices including the covariance matrix’s eigenvectors and eigenvalues. SVD can also be used to perform PCA. To split the input data matrix into constituent matrices, ICA uses more complicated measurements. LSA is the most widely used and studied of the three approaches for usage in search engines and plagiarism detection programmes for documents and source code. PCA and ICA have also been used to retrieve documents and detect source code plagiarism. LSA was employed in the earliest stages of this study.

The query is processed by LSA using the resulting factor representation. The dot product of two documents determines their similarity. Another method, temporal LSA, which incorporates a third dimension of time into LSA, has been used to test the impact of temporal information in document retrieval. Parallel factor analysis (Harshman, R.A. 1970, 1984a), a multi-dimensional factor analysis technique, has also been employed for document indexing (Harshman, R.A. 1984a). Another method for document retrieval that has been used is DWT (Park, L.A.F., 2005b). Unlike vector space models, DWT-based document retrieval helps to keep positional information and also allows for analysis at multiple levels of resolution depending on the wavelet and decomposition level chosen. Structure-based strategies are favored over attribute-counting-based methods for detecting source code plagiarism. Text string matching, token string matching, and graph or tree matching are the most common. Exact and inexact text string matching methods are available. Each source code file can be treated as a simple text file for accurate matching. The files are then compared line by line, with each line treated as a string of characters. To locate exact matches, a character-by-character comparison is performed. Substring matching works by splitting the text into substrings and then comparing them. Inexact matches can also be found by combining substring matching with hashing. Transform each file into a single string of characters and divide it into fixed-length substrings. Calculate the hash value for each substring. Group the substrings so that all of them have the same hash value and are placed in the same hash bucket. To find code matches, compare substrings whose hash function will be the same. Another method is to hash each line of the source code file and then compare lines that have into the same hash bucket. To find matches between strings, sequence matching algorithms have been utilized for both global and local alignment. For global sequence alignment, the Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algorithm (Needleman, S.B 1970) and the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm (Hirschberg, D. S. 1977, Cormen, T.H. 1990, Gonnet, G. H. 1991) are used, while the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm (Smith, T.F. 1981) is used. Token string matching algorithms have two phases: a transformation phase in which source code is changed into a new internal representation and other is a comparison phase in which transformed codes are compared using various algorithms. Tokens are generated after scanning all of the source code files. Token sequences are formed by traversing the tokenized code, and these token sequences are matched using sequence matching algorithms. All file-pairs with scores larger than a similarity criterion are flagged as plagiarized. AST matching, suffix tree matching, software dependency graph matching, and other graph or tree matching algorithms are examples. Suitable parsers are used to create ASTs of the source code files to be compared. AST matching can be done in a variety of ways. The tree can be traversed to generate node
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sequences, which can then be compared using sequence matching methods. Subtree hashing is another option. Hash each subtree after dividing the AST into subtrees. To locate similar subtrees, group subtrees in the same bucket with the same hash value and compare them. In a similar way, suffix trees, programme description trees, programme dependence graphs, call graphs, and other graph or tree representations of source code can be used to find code matches.

Many authors have tried a variety of ways to find a highly accurate plagiarism detection method, but due to advancement of technology, algorithms, and data mining applications, it has remained difficult to find the right one. As plagiarism detection systems have advanced, however, this trend has become a double-edged sword. In reaction to the prohibition of illicit techniques of copying researchers’ initial work, technologies for detecting this type of theft have evolved (Dejan 2009, Yang 2009). In the following sections, many methodologies and strategies for detecting plagiarism will be discussed.

V. METHODS FOR DETECTING PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism has been a serious worry in the scientific world, and researchers have employed a range of approaches to counteract it (Chowdhury 2018). As a result, Table I presents a comparative of plagiarism detection from the standpoint of academics.

It’s worth noting that nearly every one of these forms tries to match a current document with a question document (Chowdhury 2018):

1) **Methods based on characters:**

The n-gram and word n-gram approaches, which are based on the string-matching methodology, are used to determine the degree of string matching/mismatching (C. Grozea 2009, C. Basile 2009).

2) **Vector based method:**

Tokens, rather than strings, are used to perform lexical and syntax functions in the vector-based technique (H. Zhang 2011).

3) **Parts of speech (POS).**

Verbs, adverbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections are used in this approach of detecting plagiarism in a text document (M. Elhadi 2008).

4) **Semantic-based approach:**

This method compares the similarity of two words in a letter to find semantic similarities. To maintain the semantics of two different statements, move from active to passive voice (C. Fellbaum 2009, Resnik 1999).

5) **Machine Learning Based method:**

This method employs machine learning, and the sentences are translated into numerical or character values. It generates a 0 or 1 result to identify plagiarism, with 0 indicating that the papers are uniquely different (no plagiarism) and 1 indicating that they are similar (plagiarism is found) (R. Yerra 2005, J. Koberstein 2006, S. M. Alzahrani 2009).

6) **Structure based method:**

The focus of a structure-based approach is on how in a document, words are written in a specific block of text (M. Rahman 2007, T. W. Chow 2009).

7) **Stylistic based method:**

To detect plagiarism, employ a stylistic technique. This kind attempts to determine the author’s writing styles by discovering correlations between two blocks of possible to compile on the stylistic features of the author (S. M. Zu Eissen 2007, E. Stamatas 2009).

8) **Methods for detecting cross-lingual plagiarism:**

When there are so many different ways to plagiarize, such as cross lingual syntax based methods and/or dictionary-based methods, it might be difficult to identify plagiarism. It demands a deep knowledge of different languages utilized in a variety of publications (M. Potthast 2011, H. Osman 2012).

9) **Semantic based approach:**

It addresses the shortcomings of a semantic-based approach. Method for detecting plagiarism based on grammar and semantics: It's a powerful tool for natural language processing that's extensively utilised (NLP). It's quite good at catching plagiarism that's been copied and pasted or paraphrased (J. P. Bao 2003).

10) **Cluster based method:**

When compared to other methods, classification and cluster-based strategies are extremely useful in retrieving information while searching for some plagiarized records. Furthermore, when compared to other methods, the matching period during the discovery phase is reduced (V. Mitra 2007).

11) **Citation-based approach:**

For the use of semantics in the cited text, this is a new method that mostly belongs to semantic plagiarism detection approaches. It searches for similar pairs of papers based on the citation, and these algorithms make advantage of the semantics of the citation (B. Gipp 2010, 2011, Tapan P. Gondaliya 2014).

VI. SOURCE-CODE PLAGIARISM DETECTION TOOLS

There are many different types of plagiarism detection methods, each of which can be classified based on their methodologies. Based on Mozgovoy's (M. Mozgovoy 2006) work, this section offers methods for detecting source-code plagiarism. Two examples are fingerprint-based systems and content comparison algorithms. There have been several categories offered in the literature (T. Lancaster 2005, K. Verco 1996a, 1996b).

A. **Fingerprint based systems**

The fingerprint approach generates fingerprints for each file basis of statistical data such as the average number of phrases per line, the number of unique terms, and the amount of buzzwords. Comparable files have fingerprints that are almost identical. In order to evaluate their proximity, the distance between them is usually calculated (In a mathematical sense, using a distance function) (M. Mozgovoy, 2006).

Attribute counting systems formerly employed fingerprints. Ottenstein created the world's first plagiarism detecting system, which used attribute counting software to detect identical and almost identical student work (K. Ottenstein 1976a, 197b). The tool employed Halstead’s software measures for detecting duplication in ANSI-FORTRAN packages by counting operations and operands (M. Halstead, 1972, 1977). Halstead
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proposed the following metrics:
- total number of operator occurrences
- the number of distinct operands
- the amount of distinct operators
- total number of operand occurrences

Soffa and Robinson in (S. Robinson, 1980) produced plagiarism detection software that combined new measures with Halstead's measures to improve detection. ITPAD was a three-step process that included lexical analysis, programme structure analysis for characteristics, and characteristics analysis. The tool termed as Institutional Tool for Program Advising (ITPAD) breaks down each programme into sections and graphs the programme structure. The computer then analyzes programmes by generating a list of features based on the lexico - grammatical analyses by counting these properties.

Rambally and Sage (G. Rambally, 1990) created an attribute counting system that parses student programmes and generates a knowledge system with knowledge vectors, each of which contains information on the attributes in the student's programme. They use the same properties found by the preceding techniques, but they count the loop-building attributes within a programme in a different way. Rather than counting versions of loop-building statements separately or aggregate the amount of repetitions of all of these sentences into the a target variable count to differentiate between various types of loops. The programmes are categorized in a decision tree after the knowledge vectors have been constructed. The decision tree is used to identify the programmes that have commonalities.

More advanced plagiarism detecting tools have been created since then. Structure metric systems are a term used in the literature to describe these instruments. Structure metric systems compare programme structures to see how comparable they are. These are classed as content comparison techniques by Mozgovoy (M. Mozgovoy, 2006). A comparison of attribute-counting and string-matching algorithms indicated that attribute-counting methods are insufficient for identifying plagiarism on their own (K. Verco 1996a, 1996b, G. Whale, 1990). A more recent plagiarism detection method, MOSS (Koschke, R. 2007), combines fingerprinting and structural metric approaches.

MOSS (Koschke, R. 2007, S. Schleimer 2003) is a string matching algorithm that k-grams are being used to break down programmes each of which is a k-length unbroken segment. MOSS uses a set of the hashes to serve as the program's fingerprints after hashing each k-gram. The number of signatures shared by two programmes indicates their similarity; the more fingerprinting they share, the more comparable they are. The number of tokens matching, the number of points matched, and the proportion of source-code overlapping between the detected file pairs are even included in the results report for every pairing of identified source-code chunks (Schleimer, S. 2003).

B. Content comparison techniques

Structure-metric systems are sometimes used to refer to content comparison techniques in the works. Such systems turn algorithms into tokens and afterwards look for contiguous substring patterns inside the programmes that satisfy. How similar two programmes are measured by the percentage of text that matches. Content comparison methodologies were classified by Mozgovoy (M. Mozgovoy, 2006) as:
- parameterized matching algorithms,
- String matching algorithms, and
- parse tree comparison algorithms

1) String matching algorithms

The structure of programmes is compared in most contemporary plagiarism detection algorithms. To improve plagiarism detection, these methods compare the programme structure as well as attribute-counting measures. The comparison techniques used by string-matching systems are more difficult than those used by attribute-counting systems. The majority of string corresponding algorithms work by converting programmes into tokens and then using a smart search approach to locate conventional text subsequence between two projects. Donaldson et al. (J. Donaldson 1981), who found basic ways that beginner programming students employ to mask plagiarism, were the first to propose such systems. These tactics include renaming variables, reordering statements that have little bearing on the program's conclusion, breaking up expressions, such as numerous declaration and output statements, and altering formatting assertions.

Donaldson et al. (J. Donaldson 1981) have highlighted some of the most fundamental modes of attack. A more complete list of attacks can also be found in Whale ( G. Whale, 1999) and Joy and Luck (M. Joy, 1999). Prechelt et al. (L. Prechelt 2002) present a considerably more comprehensive list. We also present a comprehensive list of plagiarism assaults, which may be found in (G. Cosma 2006).

Donaldson et al. (J. Donaldson 1981) created a tool that analyses software components for particular kinds of statements and keeps a record of those. Then a single code character is assigned for statement types that are relevant in characterising the structure. Each assignment after that is represented by strings. If representations of such character strings are similar, the pair of programmes is considered as plagiarized parts of the software elements.

Plague (M. Mozgovoy 2007), YAP3 (Yet Another Plague) (M. Wise (1996), JPlag (L. Prechelt 2002), and Sherlock (Mozgovoy, M. 2005) are some current string-matching-based systems.

Tokenization is the first step for most pattern matching systems, including the ones mentioned above. Each data sample is substituted with pre-defined and unambiguous tokens during the tokenization process; For example, regardless of loop type, numerous loop kinds in the code may be substituted by same tokens name. (e.g. for, while etc.). As a result, each tokenized code is represented as a series of tokens. After that, the programmes are evaluated by looking for similar tokens fragment patterns. Comparable programmes have a comparable number of tokens above a given threshold. The most common method of calculating similarity between two files is the
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percentage of tokens in the detected files that are matched.

Plague (M. Mozgovoy 2007) generates a set of tokens for each program and then uses a pattern matching approach to evaluate the tokenized versions of selected programmes. The values are presented as a list of matching pairings, with the duration of the matching element of the tokens strings between both the files being ranked first. The plague is known for causing a wide range of issues (P. Clough 2000). One of several issues with Plague is that converting to another programming language takes a very long time. Still, the results are presented in two lists, each of which is ordered by indices, making understanding of the data difficult. Finally, Plague is inefficient since it requires several Unix tools, causing portability concerns.

The token matching mechanism is used by YAP3 to turn programmes into a string of tokens and compare them. To locate similar source code portions, use the Running Karp Rabin Greedy String Tiling algorithm (RKR-GST) (M. Wise 1996). Before converting source-code files to tokens, YAP3 pre-processes them. Eliminating comments, converting capital letters to lowercase, translating analogues to a common form (e.g., functional to procedures), rearranging procedures into their call order, and removing all tokens not present in the destination syntax lexicon. (i.e., eliminating any terms that aren’t reserved in the language). YAP3 was designed to find the reordering of independent source-code segments and the splitting of code functions into several functions. Several strings are compared by the method (the pattern and the content), scanning the text for matching pattern substrings. Tiles are used to describe substring matching. Each tile is a match that includes both a pattern and a text substring. The status of tokens within the tile is set to mark when a match is detected. Tiles with a matching size less than the minimal are ignored. The RKR-GST approach attempts to optimize the token represented by tiles by finding maximum matching of continuous segment sequence that comprise tokens which have not been spanned by the other subsequences.

JPlag (L. Prechelt 2002) uses the same comparison mechanism as YAP3, however it is faster to run. In JPlag, similarity is calculated based on the fraction of token strings covered. One of JPlag’s flaws is that files must parse in order to be included in the plagiarism comparison, resulting in the loss of comparable files. The user-defined minimum-match-length option in JPlag is also set to zero. Modifying this value can have a positive or negative impact on the detection results, and changing it may necessitate knowledge of the JPlag algorithm (i.e RKR-GST). JPlag is a web service that has a simple yet effective user interface. The user interface includes a comparison display that emphasises matched source-code fragments in the detected comparable files, as well as a list of similar file pairs and their degree of similarity.

In addition to YAP3, Sherlock (Mozgovoy, M. 2005) uses a similar approach. Sherlock turns programmes into tokens and looks for common line sequences (called runs) in two files. Sherlock, like the YAP3 algorithm, looks for the longest possible runs. Sherlock’s new interface shows a list identifying file pairings that are related, their reference standard, and corresponding blocks of source-code snippets identified within those document pairings. Sherlock also creates a network, for each vertices indicating a specific source file so each edge indicating how closely interrelated files are. Only files that are comparable (i.e., have edges) beyond a user-defined threshold are shown in the graph. One of it’s features of Sherlock seems to be that, like JPlag, it doesn’t need the documents to be processed before even being analyzed, but it does not have any user-defined parameters that can slow down the whole system. Sherlock is a free, open-source application that uses a token similarity score that may be simply adapted to different languages (Mozgovoy, M. 2005). Sherlock is a standalone application, unlike JPlag and MOSS, which are both web-based services. When it comes to screening student files for plagiarism, a stand-alone application may be preferred for academics due to confidentiality concerns.

Plaggie (A. Ahtiainen 2006) is a tool similar to JPlag, however it uses the RKR-GST instead of performance optimization techniques. Plaggie turns files into tokens and compares them for resemblance using the RKR-GST method. Plaggie’s goal is to create a stand-alone (that is, placed on a single desktop) variant of JPlag that enables academics to omit software from the evaluation, such as software supplied to students in the classroom.

Mozgovoy et al. developed another plagiarism detection method, the Fast Plagiarism Detection System (FDPS) (M. Mozgovoy 2005, 2007a). By storing files in an indexed data structure, FDPS attempts to increase the speed of plagiarism detection. Tokenized files are kept in an indexed data structure after being turned into tokens. Using an approach similar to that of YAP3, this enables for quick file searching. This entails extracting substrings from a test file and checking the collection file for a match. The matches are saved in a repository and then utilized to determine how similar two files are. The ratio of the total tokens matching in the collecting record to total tokens in the test dataset is known as similarities. The distribution of matched tokens is determined by this ratio. The document pairings that have a resemblance value greater than just the criterion are found. The outcomes of the FDPS tool cannot be viewed simply showing comparable code chunks, which is one of its drawbacks (M. Mozgovoy 2007b). As a result, the authors used FDPS in combination with the Plaggie programme to compare files and show the results.

2) Parameterized matching algorithms

Standard token methods for pairing are identical to parameterized matching algorithms, except they require a more complicated tokenizer (B. Baker 1995a). To begin, these parametric matched methods automatically convert to tokens. A parameterization matching (sometimes called as just a p-match) analyzes source-code fragments with deliberately altered prefixes (renamed).

The Dup tool (B. Baker 1995b) was created to detect duplicate code in software using a p-match technique. It recognises parts of source code that are identical or parameterized. The tool first analyses the source-code file using a lexical analyzer, creating a converted line for each line of code. The original code is converted into arguments by converting variables and constant
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into same symbols P, and a list of parameters possibilities. The line x = fun(y) +3x, for example, is transcribed into P = P (P) +P p, resulting in a list of x, fun, y, 3, and x. The parser produces a number for each altered piece of code. Dup seeks to identify source-code p-matches between files given a threshold length. The fraction of p-matches between two files is used to determine similarity. The Dup software computes a proportion of between both files, a profiles of p-matched programming language, and a graph shows the location of the matching software. If fraudulent statements are supplied or a small expression evaluates to true be rearranged, the Dup software refuses to discover documents, as per the application (D. Gitchell 1999). There are various parameterized matching algorithms in the literature (A. Amir 1994, B. Baker 1995a, R. Idury 1994, L. Salmela 2006, K. Fredriksson 2006).

3) Parser Trees Comparison Algorithms

Parser graph comparing methods analyze the architecture of documents using comparative methods (B. Baker 1995a). Each file is represented as a parse tree using the SIM tool (D. Gitchell 1999), which then compares file pairs using string representations of parse trees. Every code will be first transformed into a sequence of tokens, for each token substituted by a set of predefined of tokens. The token sources of the documents are separated in parts and these segments are matched following tokenization. This approach can be used to find code fragments that have been mixed together.

SIM compares file pairs expressed as parsing tree using basic clustering methods. SIM, like most pattern matching techniques, looks for most frequent token substring. SIM was created to identify similarities in C programmes and to calculate the measure of correlation among set of files (in the range of 0.0 to 1.0). SIM's developers hope it will be simple to modify it to operate with writing programs in language apart from C. It can detect files that have undergone comparable changes, including such new names, reordering statement and function, and going to add marks and white spaces, among many other features (A. Flint 2006).

The Brass system (B. Belkhouche, 2004) implements parse tree comparison algorithms in a more modern way. Every programme can be displayed as a flowchart, which would be a visual illustration of each file as a tree, thanks to Brass's ability. The document header is specified at the root of the tree, while the instructions and controlling mechanisms present in the file are specified at the subtree. After that, the tree is converted into binary trees, and a symbolic tables (data dictionaries) is created, which includes data on the parameters and datatypes used in the documents. A three-step procedure is used to compare brass. The first two methods compare files' structural trees, whereas the third algorithm compares the data dictionary representations of the files.

Tree comparison necessitates the use of more complicated algorithms than string matching techniques. As a result, systems using tree comparison techniques are expected to be slower than systems using string matching methods (B. Baker 1995a). Brass' filtering technique accelerates the comparison process.

There hasn't been much research into parse tree algorithms, according to Mozgovoy (M. Mozgovoy, 2006), and it's unclear whether in order to detect linked source-code file pairings, they outperform clustering techniques.

VII. COMPARISON OF TOOLS AND METHODS

Scientists have created a number of approaches for detecting open source duplication, including:

- A system software recognition application that is used in source plagiarism detection to provide a clearly associated with academic and remove the shown outcome. It was created to interact with the computer programming LISP and Pascal. For a stretch of 100 LISP, this tool took a respectable length of time (S. Dumais 1988).

- A system that is primarily used to detect four types of code source plagiarism: changing the code name, rebuilding or recoding the code, moving, adding, changing, and removing the code, and replacing some text with the code. A bottom-up technique was used to accomplish six phases:
  1. First, they pre-flatten the source code by marking and renaming each alphanumeric string in the code, which is a popular way for filtering source code.
  2. Secondly, they divide the code into sections and evaluate how identical the fragments are.
  3. Researchers next compared each component before re-posting it for screening.
  4. Finally, in the examination of the document, the usage of matrix M that has been utilized in filtering.
  5. At this point, begin analyzing the original document based on the document-by-document distance evaluation. This strategy has been used on copra languages with excellent success (Salton, G., 1975).
  6. A system for Java that detects plagiarism in source code (PDE4Java). Three phases make up the suggested search engine.

  1. Tokenization is the first stage in the Java code tokenization process.
  2. Inside the phase two, locate and evaluate the similarities between both the source code and the tokenized script.
  3. Finally, the Java code must be clustered in order to be used as a reference in plagiarism detection. Because of its versatility, this search engine can be utilized with any computer language. Aside than the textual (L. Prechelt 2002), a report can be generated for each cluster code. Figure 1 shows some of the existing popular tools to detect plagiarism in source code.
More such systems are discussed in sections given below:

A. **Moss**

Moss (Koschke, R. 2007, S. Schleimer 2003) is a software plagiarism detection programme that uses source code similarity to detect software plagiarism. It's offered as an online service: documents may be uploaded using a script, and the results can be viewed after processing using a web interface. MOSS compares documents using character level n-grams (a continuous subsequence of length n). For the sake of efficiency, only some of the features are compared instead of all of them. Calculating a hash value for each feature and selecting only a subset of those features using 0 mod p for a fixed p is a typical technique for selecting textual features. The authors point out that this technique frequently leaves gaps in the papers, increasing the chances of missing matches between them. They utilize a winnowing approach to prevent this from happening: instead of randomly selecting n-grams from the page, they select at least one characteristic for each window. They also employ a big n value to avoid noisy findings and delete white space characters to avoid white space matching.

B. **JPlag**

JPlag (L. Prechelt 2002) is a tool for sorting programmes based on their similarity. The authors claim that comparing programmes just on the basis of a feature vector ignores structural similarity far too much. Rather, they attempt to match on what they refer to as structural traits. It start by converting the Java source into a series of tokens, such as BEGINCLASS, ENDCLASS, and BEGINMETHOD and ENDMETHOD, before using the text. Then, using the list of tokens, they employ an algorithm to locate matches between documents, working from the largest to the smallest matches. Small matches would occur far too frequently if there was no setting for the minimum size of matches. They use the Karp-Rabin (M. Mozgovoy, 2006) technique to add a few runtime optimizations to the basic comparison procedure, which has a worst case O (n³) times complexity (where, n gives sizes of document). They compare alternative cut-off criteria and methodologies for determining a threshold value based on dataset similarity values. It also run some measurements on datasets that examines the impact of the minimal matching length and the set of tokens to utilize. They also show potential possible JPlag assaults.

C. **Sherlock**

Sherlock (Mozgovoy, M. 2005) is a simple C programme that uses similarities to arrange text document pairs like source code. The software starts by creating signatures. It drops whitespace characters and a percentage of the other characters from the text file in a fairly random manner when producing the signature. After that, all of the signatures are compared to one another.

D. **Plaggie**

Plaggie (A. Ahtiainen 2006) is another tool that allows you to compare Java source code documents for similarities. It functions similarly to JPlag. The key distinctions at the time of publishing were that Plaggie was open source and could be operated locally. JPlag is currently available as open source software that can also be used locally.

E. **SIM**

SIM (L. Prechelt 2002, S. Dumais 1988) is a C-based programme and plagiarism detection tool for text. It works by first tokenizing the files and then scanning the file pairings for the longest common subsequence.

F. **Marble**

Marble (Salton, G., 1975) is a tool that was created with the goal of being as simple as possible. Normalization, sorting, and detection are the three phases of the tool. The normalization process transforms source code into a more abstract programme from raw text. Class, extends, and String keywords are preserved, but names are changed to X and numeric literals to N. Symbols and operators are also left in place. In this transformation, import declarations are removed. Classes and class members are lexicographically sorted after normalization, making the tool indifferent to reordering these programme structures. Finally, using the number of altered lines normalized by the overall length of the two files, the streamlined programme is compared using the Unix line-based differ utility diff.

G. **GPlag**

To compare two programmes, GPlag (Deerwester, S. 1990) uses a programme dependence graph (PDG) analysis. The premise is that even after modifying code, dependencies between software sections often remain the same. Following the conversion of the programmes to a PDG, any subgraphs bigger than a "trivial" size are tested on graph isomorphism relaxed with the relaxation parameter $\gamma \in (0, 1)$. If the subgraph $S \subseteq G$ is subgraph isomorphic to $G'$ and $|S| \geq \gamma |G'|$, then graph G is said to be $\gamma$-isomorphic to $G'$. They exclude pairs of graphs that do not have identical histograms of their vertices to avoid examining every pair of sub-graphs.

H. **Evolving Similarity Functions**

For learning similarity functions, Wu and colleagues (J. Zhu 2015) recommend adopting a genetic approach. The first contribution involves using Particle Swarm Optimization to determine acceptable parameters for the OkapiBM25 similarity function. The default parameters for plagiarism detection are the three phases of the tool. The normalization, sorting, and detection are the three phases of the tool. The normalization process transforms source code into a more abstract programme from raw text. Class, extends, and String keywords are preserved, but names are changed to X and numeric literals to N. Symbols and operators are also left in place. In this transformation, import declarations are removed. Classes and class members are lexicographically sorted after normalization, making the tool indifferent to reordering these programme structures. Finally, using the number of altered lines normalized by the overall length of the two files, the streamlined programme is compared using the Unix line-based differ utility diff.
a Genetic Programming approach to optimize similarity functions. Based on a pool of the best current functions, a genetic algorithm generates new programmes. Simple grammar limits the operations that can be performed, such as addition and multiplication, as well as some endpoints like within-document word frequency, within-query term frequency, and document length. Add a penalty for similarity function size. Three separate fitness functions must be optimized. The authors speculate that this is related to functions returning negative similarity scores as well as overfitting to the training set, as the resulting functions perform worse than other functions.

I. Plague Doctor, Feature-based Neural Network

Anti-plagiarism software Plague Doctor, as described in (S. Engels 2007), employs source code properties as input to a Neural Network model. In addition, the model can calculate the relative relevance of each feature. It uses 12 numerical features such as Moss outcome, comment similarity, misspelled word ratio, and so on. They train a classifier using a tiny Neural Network with seven hidden units utilizing the features. The proportional value of each feature can be determined by evaluating weights in neural network connections. More significant features will have higher weights for their connections after learning than less important features. Moss output has the highest normalized weight (0.2390), followed by the ratio of misspelled comments (0.1418) and string literal similarity (0.1418), (0.1147). The F-measure on the hold-out set is greater than when using Moss alone, although the authors believe this is due in part to the system being trained on that dataset.

J. Callgraph Matching

M. L. Kammer (2011) uses Callgraph Matching as a plagiarism detection approach for the Haskell programming language. Each programme is first converted into call graphs, which are then preprocessed. After that, a subgraph isomorphism method and an edit distance algorithm employing A* searches are employed to identify matches for all subtree pairs. They compare the total similarity scores obtained after applying various types of source alterations to the token-based tools Holmes and Moss, which employ character-level n-grams in conjunction with a fingerprinting technique. On a desktop PC, comparing a set of 59 apps takes around a day (from 2011 or before). To speed up the comparison, the application might make advantage of several threads and machines.

K. Holmes

For Haskell applications, Holmes (J. Hage 2013) is a plagiarism detection tool. The tool compares two programmes using a variety of techniques, including a Moss-like fingerprinting methodology, a token stream, and three alternative ways of comparing degree signatures: based on Levenshtein edit distance of two vertices, and Levenshtein distance of two vertices paired with position. The call graph does not take into account local functions. Holmes does a reachability analysis and, to some extent, eliminates code that is not reachable from the entry point. Most IDs and comments are eliminated totally during the transition. A teacher can add template code to prohibit pupils from matching on code that they are allowed to use.

L. DECKARD Code Clone Detection

Deckard (L. Jiang, 2007) detects code clones in a software project using a tree-based technique. They record information about trees in the programme using characteristic vectors, which are the element-wise sum of occurrences of types of nodes in the programme portion, where each node is an instance of the program's AST (Abstract Syntax Tree). A minimum token count (a minimum 1-norm) can be provided to prevent matching on short vectors. The vector does not include the occurrences of some nodes, such as [.,] and (and). They also integrate programme sub-trees using a sliding window method. The Euclidean distance is used to group similar vectors. They use Locality Sensitive Hashing to reliably map similar vectors to equivalent hash values.

CONCLUSIONS

This study included a thorough review of the literature on plagiarism types, strategies, and tools. The seven types of code plagiarism and the four types of source-code plagiarism were highlighted. Following that, plagiarism detection methods and tools were demonstrated, with newly developed tools being more advanced. The majority of the tools operate online, requiring only data over internet and website pages to function, with some being free and others requiring a subscription fee. Finally, the most common types of plagiarism were discussed, as well as the most difficult aspects of using plagiarism detectors. Despite the fact that plagiarism checking software has been here for a long time, a more comprehensive method is still needed. In the future, we want to use advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques to create a workable model.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Scope of the work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Cheers, et al. 2020</td>
<td>Plagiarism checking methods based on code (SCPDTs) are not immune to pervasive duplication.</td>
<td>In this approach, optimization and formalization of modifications are carried out. Conducting a more in-depth evaluation in order to make a firm decision, if it is capable of detecting plagiarism that is true- or false-positive, true- or false-negative, and then making it available to the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marko J. Mišić, et al. 2017</td>
<td>Network with much more over 50 nodes become illegible soon. The usability of the resulting network visualisation is also influenced by the node arrangement.</td>
<td>A system like this should include a variety of similarity detection algorithms. In order to increase effectiveness and decrease execution speed, implementation should indeed be applied. Intelligent reports can be generated using machine learning approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieter Pawelczak, 2018</td>
<td>Students use code obfuscation to avoid detection by the system. Many lecturers have been criticized of pushing pupils to be using code found on websites like Stack Overflow. Additionally, reading and comprehending another person's source code, as well as teamwork in programming issues, is an important indicator of a student's competence.</td>
<td>Overall, they should improve programming quality by discussing the students' various approaches and, if necessary, presenting the improvements that their programmes have been able to achieve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Karnalim, Lisan Sulistiani, 2018</td>
<td>They are linked via the human-annotated dataset, but only in a roundabout way. As a result of the presence of false results, cognitive dissonance like this could complicate the accusation process.</td>
<td>It is intended to use an aspect-oriented evaluation mechanism to assess the human-oriented effectiveness of the most frequently used features in terms of detecting source code plagiarism. This is also proposed to unify way people suspected republish software, using or not using a statistical model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Karnalim, Simon, William Chivers, 2021</td>
<td>A comparison would undoubtedly be a time-consuming task.</td>
<td>To use an individual data collection, evaluate the results of all the other strategies given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirson Santos de Campos, Deller James Ferreira, 2021</td>
<td>It is becoming important to construct the recommended alternative techniques, which are particularly adept reducing compares for identifying duplication based on correlation made inside code (the very same pupil) or between university learners.</td>
<td>The goal is to conduct a sentiment analysis of the students in relation to the difficulties that exist in programming when using advanced text mining techniques developed by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Cheers, et al. 2021</td>
<td>This research is focused solely on the assessment of SCPDTs. There really are, nevertheless, a slew of alternative techniques that assess system software similarities across disciplines.</td>
<td>PDGs were robust to outliers of significantly changing software, according to the tests. It would be exciting to look at conceptual, and maybe behaviour patterns, approaches of assessing code comparability in the context of ubiquitous alterations in deeper levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Xu, 2020</td>
<td>The present scheme is confined to achieving the following extremely desirable prerequisites: 1) Asymmetric handling, 2) Partially Imitation Identification, 3) Software Misinformation Resistant, 4) Errors in reading of Performance Accuracy, and 5) Flexibility to Success Factors and project success Programs.</td>
<td>The main research challenges were identified, and numerous potential research directions were proposed to inspire future work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhan Ullah, et al. 2021</td>
<td>The categorization of several of the themes was wrong, that had a substantial influence on the entire categorization. To solve this problem, the SMOTE method was utilised to left of the mpp the lesser visible results in terms of quality assurance.</td>
<td>Despite the fact that the proposed method is new and has the potential to produce promising results, certain constraints existed that may have an impact on classification performance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayank Agrawal, 2020</td>
<td>A Java-based tool was proposed that will aid in determining the similarity of source codes written in the Java programming language.</td>
<td>Future projects will include work in other languages such as C, Python, R, and Julia. This will be done so that any code written in these languages can be tested using the proposed algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
<td>Scope of the work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Ohmann, 2014</td>
<td>The optimal parameter values for a variety of algorithms can be variable when implemented in PIY, depending on the dataset. After adding a large number of new documents, re-clustering can take days or even weeks.</td>
<td>In the future, user studies will be conducted to investigate the final form of the output produced by PIY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhan Ullah, 2018</td>
<td>The LSA is being used to estimate semantic relatedness across scripting languages, which is then employed in from before the steps, grading, and SVD for extracting buzzwords from C++ and Java source programs.</td>
<td>To improve calculation results, the plagiarism detection tool can be embedded within the LSA. The resemblance exactly with the LSA in the multiple content codes were investigated using the Sherlock plagiarism detection programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Cheers, 2021</td>
<td>BPlag, as a SCPDT, lacks efficiency due to the significantly more complex implementation of this approach. Because it is primarily a graph-based system. A longer run time will be needed.</td>
<td>BPlag is susceptible to value-injecting transformation investigation, which is an appropriate way to mitigate the impact of such transformations. It would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible to combine BPlag with structural and semantic tools in order to obtain a more detailed view of the ways in which the two programmes may be similar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhan Ullah, et.al. 2018</td>
<td>Java, C, C++, C#, and Python were among the dialects included in database. This allowed for the incorporation of certain duplication detection method into the planned research, leading in a far more accurate assessment.</td>
<td>The purpose was to examine source code blocks for linguistic resemblance using the Sherlock plagiarism checking software in an experimental.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>